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PATRICK MCCABE's third novel, The Butcher Boy (1992), describes the eventful life of Francie Brady, a traumatized schoolboy in a small town in late 1950s and early 1960s Ireland. (1) Irish society deems Francie mad and resorts to confining his deviant behavior at a variety of different institutions--an industrial school, a mental hospital, and a prison. Hidden away, out of sight and out of mind, McCabe's protagonist evokes the many real-life victims of Ireland's architecture of containment. (2) In its concrete form, this architecture encompassed an array of interdependent institutions--schools, hospitals, mother-and-baby homes, adoption agencies, and Magdalen laundries--that obscured the less desirable elements attached to a number of interrelated social phenomena, including poverty, illegitimacy, and infanticide. (3) In its more abstract form, this architecture comprised both the legislation that inscribed these issues as well as the numerous official and public discourses that resisted admitting the existence and function of their affiliated institutions. What remains incontrovertible, however, is that this bureaucratic apparatus and the discourses surrounding it served the nation-state: its function, to confine and render invisible segments of the population whose very existence threatened Ireland's national imaginary, the vision of Ireland enshrined in President Eamon de Valera's 1937 constitution. (4) As a result, among those incarcerated were unmarried mothers, illegitimate and abandoned children, orphans, the sexually
promiscuous, the socially transgressive, and, often, those merely guilty of "being in the way." (5) The Butcher Boy participates in the formation of a narrative that excavates the elided history of Ireland's architecture of containment.

In 1999, only seven years after the publication of The Butcher Boy, Mary Raftery's three-part documentary States of Fear, examining the history of Ireland's residential child care practices, aired on the national broadcasting network. (6) It remains, to date, the most significant representation of the nation's containment infrastructure. The first episode concentrated on Ireland's industrial and reformatory schools prior to 1970, when the recommendations of the Kennedy Report indicted the whole system and resulted in the closure of many larger institutions. (7) Thirty years later, seven witnesses challenged Irish television audiences with memories of neglect and abuse. (8) John Prior revealed that he was "sadistically sexually abused" on the day he made his First Holy Communion. Barney O'Connell told how the Christian Brother in charge of the nationally revered Artane Boys Band ordered him to strip naked before "grossly molesting" him. Mary Phil Drennan described a punishment ritual in which adult supervisors encouraged students to strike half-naked peers crawling on all fours between them. Mannix Flynn remembered seeing captured escapees beaten senseless until they were "reduced to simpletons." Confronted by these accounts of institutional experience, the nation's television audience acknowledged the fear and hurt, yet unabated, among these survivors. Like McCabe's novel, Raftery's documentaries excavate Ireland's architecture of containment by focusing on the very people the structure was erected to deny.

In examining the social and historical contexts for The Butcher Boy and States of Fear, this essay underscores the regulatory function of
an institutional system that supported the State's postcolonial nativist morality. In other words, the existence of such sites of confinement functioned as a constant reminder of the social morals deemed appropriate in post-independence Catholic Ireland and of the consequences awaiting transgressors of that morality. (9) de Valera's 1943 St. Patrick's Day address famously expresses the nation's nativist aspirations: an idealized society "bright with cosy homesteads, ... joyous ... with the romping of sturdy children, ... and the laughter of comely maidens." (10) However, the Taoiseach carefully elides any mention of domestic realities, for example the tragic fire at St. Joseph's Industrial School in Cavan on 23 February 1943--some three weeks earlier. (11) de Valera's silence regarding the thirty-five young girls who lost their lives--all committed to care through the courts--reflects the pervasive social response to institutionalized children held hostage to a State-authored nativist ideal.

TELLING STORIES IN THE 1990s

Presenting a somber view of provincial life in post-independence Ireland, The Butcher Boy and States of Fear reflect the ambivalent status of children residing in Ireland's industrial and reformatory schools. As representative depictions of institutional life, both narratives indict a protracted process of decolonization dominating Irish society well into the 1980s. Both emerged in a decade that witnessed a distinct shift in Ireland's willingness to confront its past. Although traditionally silent when confronted with controversial social problems, Ireland began to "speak out" in the 1990s with a new openness most evident in media-generated controversies--particularly in those focusing attention on the suffering of children and other marginalized citizens. (12) The 1990 election of Mary Robinson was pivotal to this transformation, for the new President symbolized a
hunger for change and an attendant renegotiation of Irish identity. (13) During her term, a newly confident Irish society transformed its relationship with established cultural traditions. In her inaugural address, Robinson invoked an open and pluralistic notion of national identity, claiming that

[t]he Ireland that I will be representing is a new Ireland, open, tolerant, inclusive.... This, I believe, is a significant signal of change, a sign, however modest, that we have already passed the threshold of a new pluralist Ireland.... I want Aras an Uachtarain to be a place where people can tell diverse stories--in the knowledge that there is someone there to listen. I want this presidency to promote the telling of stories--stories of celebration through the arts and stories of conscience and social justice. (14)

President Robinson's emphasis on the role of "stories" in realizing the goal of a newly "open, tolerant, inclusive" Ireland suggests a radical break with tradition--a reimagining of Ireland's foundational narratives that Richard Kearney advocates in Postnationalist Ireland: Politics, Culture, Philosophy. (15) Kearney argues for deconstructing the "Official Story" of the nation-state "into the open plurality of stories that make it up." For Kearney, this plurality of stories indicates a "political or ethical community where identity is part of a permanent
process of narrative retelling," and where "every citizen's story is related" and thus exists in a state of dependency with others. (16) In linking the concepts of "narrative retelling" and "dependency," Kearney's description of postnational Ireland invites a re-evaluation of stories of institutional abuse emerging in recent years. Simultaneously, it reinscribes those victimized by Ireland's official story--adoptees, single mothers, illegitimate children, and former residents of industrial and reformatory schools--into a new national narrative. Their stories invoke a history Irish society prefers not to acknowledge and excavate the nation's architecture of containment.

If the emergence of "stories" representing institutional care, in part, signals a transformation toward a post-national society, then the undermining force of such narratives warrants further interrogation. Certainly, recent narratives, both in the media and in imaginative literature, challenge the ideological forces shaping the official version of Ireland's past. However, because these revelations are informed by individual memory or depend on individual testimony, they frequently raise concerns about "false memory" and the role of individual memory vis-a-vis "empirically based realist historiography." (17) Faced with this dilemma, philosopher Paul Ricoeur argues for a two-pronged critical response. He suggests opening up "the archive by retrieving traces which the dominant ideological forces attempted to suppress," and thereby initiating "a critique of power" that gives voice to those that were abused and intentionally excluded. (18)

Creating and maintaining Ireland's national identity necessitated the formation of a narrative selective in what it chose to remember and who it chose to forget. (19) Given the conservative Catholic nativism of post-independence Ireland, the construction of a plot to reflect
national identity--the official story of what "we" are--did not incorporate, for example, illegitimate children, unmarried mothers, and residents of industrial and reformatory schools. Such an exclusionary narrative permeated both the modes of discourse by which the nation-state maintained its architecture of containment and the hegemonic forces fostering a conspiracy of silence regarding Ireland's restrictive moral culture. My focus on narrative thus attempts to explore the social and linguistic mechanisms by which the State rendered that culture, as well as its victims, an abstraction.

Ricoeur argues for countering "the manipulation of narratives by telling the story differently and by providing a space for the confrontation between opposing testimonies." (20) A self-conscious retelling of the traumas associated with residential child-care practices includes a public airing of Ireland's containment culture, and this was facilitated not only through media attention, but also through the voices of imaginative writers. At least ten years before television documentaries began to address this material, novelists such as Bernard McLaverty, Dermot Bolger, Mary Morrissey, Dermot Healy, Roddy Doyle, Kathleen Ferguson, and Edna O'Brien insistently explored the lives of those trapped within Ireland's architecture of containment. (21) The cumulative effect of their imaginative texts, appearing concurrently with an outpouring of memoirs written by adult-survivors, rendered the nation's industrial and reformatory schools visible and accessible, even as the works of fiction deconstructed the hegemonic agenda suppressing their existence. (22) In the process, novelists both challenged the State's restrictive practices and contradicted the State's narrative of abstraction. McCabe's The Butcher Boy, in particular, offers a dark and satiric retelling of institutional child care. If as Paul Ricoeur suggests, "fiction gives eyes to the horrified narrator. Eyes to
see and to weep," (23) then Francie Brady embodies the anger engendered by abuses and failures in the institutional care system. He personifies the need of survivors to liberate themselves from that anger and that past.

Building on the revelations of at least a decade of fiction and memoir, television documentaries ruptured the secrecy that shrouded this particular aspect of the nation's past. In a series of documentaries and related news coverage, the visual media established that Ireland's architecture of containment has survivors as well as victims. Television narratives literally attached a face and a speaking voice to a forgotten history, bringing a measure of accountability to contemporary Irish society. Hearing the voices and seeing the faces of survivors dramatically contradicted ideological attempts to silence them. Perhaps because States of Fear attempted to tackle Ireland's residential childcare system as a whole, rather than to focus on one survivor's experience or on a single institution, the documentary effectively empowered victims to contest a historic elision and speak their experiences back into the nation's cultural memory. (24) As exemplary texts that reinscribe Ireland's architecture of containment, The Butcher Boy and States of Fear remember and thereby retell the past.

STATES OF FEAR (1999)

Almost ten years after Mary Robinson's call for "stories of conscience and social justice," States of Fear elicited the most significant government acknowledgment of the wrongs suffered by adult survivors of Ireland's industrial and reformatory school system. On 11 May 1999, speaking before the Irish parliament, Taoiseach Bertie Ahern announced a comprehensive package of proposals in response to the controversy provoked by the documentary. (25) At the core of
Ahern's speech was the first official apology to victims of abuse suffered while they were institutionalized as part of the nation's child care system. The Taoiseach noted that his apology for the State's past failures to provide care and security to children was "fundamental" in bringing the transition toward a more mature, "self-confident and inclusive society." (26) Thus, he asked for forgiveness: "On behalf of the State and of all citizens of the State, the Government wishes to make a sincere and long overdue apology to the victims of childhood abuse for our collective failure to intervene, to detect their pain, to come to their rescue." (27) For the many thousands of survivors of Ireland's industrial and reformatory schools, many of whom are still living with the scars of emotional, physical, and sexual abuse, the government's apology represented a crucial validation of their childhood experience and of the wrongs that were done to them. (28)

A question, however, remains: for what exactly was the government apologizing and why did it apologize only in May 1999? Or, to put it another way, what precisely did the States of Fear documentaries reveal? Much of the essential knowledge volunteered was widely available, and in some circles was common knowledge for well over thirty years. In addition to the Kennedy Report (1970), at least two other commissioned studies had investigated Ireland's industrial and reformatory school system since the founding of the State. Both the Cussen Report (1936) and the findings issued by the Task Force on Child Care Services (1980) echoed the Kennedy investigation's condemnation of institutional practices at these schools: all three official narratives document widespread emotional neglect and varying degrees of physical abuse within the system. (29) And as noted previously, several memoirs and autobiographies by adult survivors appeared throughout the 1980s and 1990s, well in advance of States
of Fear. Only three years before its airing, in fact, Louis Lentin's drama-documentary Dear Daughter--detailing horrendous abuse at Goldenbridge Industrial School--led to a public controversy similar to that provoking the government's response to the 1999 documentary. (30) But States of Fear offered new information for, as it turns out, survivor testimony was neither its most startling nor its most significant revelation. By gaining access to the Department of Education's archival records--revealed to the public for the first time--the producers of the documentary made clear that the State knew a great deal about the systematic physical, emotional, and in some instances sexual abuse within the system, but chose for the most part to ignore it. (31) Government officials continued to fund such abuse generously, even after receiving accurate assessments of conditions. The extent of State support for the institutions proved startling, and in the face of firsthand recollections, for example, of hungry children reduced to eating pig-swill (from Sharon Murphy), maggot-infested potatoes (from Don Baker), and grass and stolen Communion wafers (from Barney O'Connell), public outrage grew. (32) Close-ups of government archives repeatedly documenting "gross malnutrition," "semi-starvation," and "children reduced to half their normal body weight" buttressed the memories of those witnesses speaking out. (33) Moreover, the religious orders operating these institutions were not "utterly dependent on the support of a largely impoverished Catholic community," as claimed by Dublin's Archbishop Desmond Connell, filmed as recently as November 1998. (34) Rather, as Raftery's documentary points out, schools received State capitation grants for each child in their care--grants equivalent to the average wage of a farm laborer who might be supporting a large family. (35) Contrary to public belief, Ireland's industrial and reformatory schools
were never charitable institutions; whereas the institutions were managed exclusively by Catholic religious orders, school funding came entirely from the government. States of Fear thus affronted Ireland's most cherished national assumption--that it was a nation uniquely nurturing of the poor and marginalized. The nation's moral conscience, it seemed, demanded an official response.

In light of the documentary's revelations, Ahern's response warrants further examination. First, there is the apology itself. The Taoiseach's comments imply that the government merely failed to supervise someone else's derelictions, but he did not acknowledge the State's avoidance of accountability, which, as States of Fear made abundantly clear, was longstanding. The care system was, essentially, a creature of the State in terms of committals, funding, and inspection, but more crucially in terms of how it facilitated the nation's nativist imaginary. The State's industrial and reformatory schools conveniently "took care" of the nation's anomalous children: those whose parents were deemed socially and morally inadequate; those with juvenile delinquent tendencies; those who were the victims of incest or sexual abuse; and, frequently, those whose crime was to be born poor or illegitimate. Ahern's subtle attempt to shift responsibility for institutional child abuse reflects a long established practice of abdicating accountability for destitute children. Representing and speaking for a society dedicated to nativist ideals, politicians were only too glad to leave these children in the "care" of the religious orders.

The government's apology and the ensuing package of corrective measures emerged, therefore, only after a television documentary publicized abuse about which the State had long been cognizant. Whereas the official response suggests the media's capacity to
influence a modern democracy, the form of Ahern's apology obscured the State's historic failure to nurture Irish children. The government's actions, in fact, reflected its awareness of changing national attitudes toward children, who were by the 1990s, at least on the level of public platitude, no longer viewed solely as parental property, but as the State's most treasured commodity. (36) In this light, Ahern's apology, supported by a package of future-oriented legislative measures, was a politically advantageous tactic. (37) And from the government's point of view, the potentially damaging controversy emerged when a convenient scapegoat presented itself. Recent decades of increased sensitivity to children's rights in Ireland had also witnessed an ebb in the Catholic Church's social, political, and cultural power, particularly with regard to the church's historic involvement in child-related activities. Numerous scandals centering on clerical pedophilia—for example, the Fr. Brendan Smyth case—presented an opportunity whereby the State could once more conveniently elide responsibility by pointing the finger elsewhere. (38) Nonetheless, States of Fear asserted, unlike any previous representation that helped excavate the history of Ireland's industrial and reformatory schools, that these sites of confinement contributed in mutually benefiting ways to Church and State interdependence.

Ahern's announcement also appears as a carefully timed preemptive strike against revelations in the final episode of the States of Fear documentary, broadcast on the very evening of his apology. (39) Unlike the preceding two episodes—focusing on industrial and reformatory schools and homes for mentally and physically challenged children through the 1970s—the last installment of the documentary concentrates on contemporary institutional child abuse in Ireland. More specifically, the episode focuses on how the government
intervened to censor sections from the Madonna House Report (1996) that directly linked abuse to ongoing mismanagement by the religious order operating the institution. (40) Acting on legal advice from the State's Attorney General, the government deleted precisely those sections of the report documenting both the State's and the religious order's inability to learn from past failures. Thus a report that minutely identified the costs of secrecy within a residential child-care system was itself subject to censorship and cover-up. Although two agencies were responsible for the abuse of children residing in Madonna House—the State that funded it and the Irish Sisters of Charity who owned and managed it—government censorship of the officially commissioned report protected both from exposure. By revealing this history to the public, States of Fear asserted that contemporary abuse is the inevitable legacy of the State's continuing denial of its past responsibility for such abuse. The documentary thus threatened to breach the relatively comfortable ground of retrospective fault-finding and to introduce politically precarious questions relating to contemporary failures in the nation's child-care system. Concurrently, it called into question the nation's presumption of its superiority over the past. (41) Hence Ahern's apology and legislative package simultaneously reapportioned responsibility for that past elsewhere, and, in the apology and the outlining of new legislative measures, promised a brighter tomorrow. However, as this essay demonstrates, somewhere between the past and the future, the present was effectively circumvented.

THE BUTCHER BOY (1992)

Like States of Fear, McCabe's novel exposes Irish society's deployment of an architecture of containment to police and maintain the nation's nativist imaginary. Bu
authored by de Valera in 1937, and more specifically the articles addressing "The Family" and "Education," establishes this relationship. (42) In the former, the State, reflecting the nation's presumably Catholic identity, recognizes the family as the "fundamental unit group of society," and as "a moral institution possessing inalienable and imprescriptible rights." (43) Articles on "Education" reflect similar presumptions as the State recognizes the sole responsibility of parents "to provide ... for the religious and moral, intellectual, physical and social education of their children." (44) Assuming that families were permanently nurturing institutions performing such mandated functions, the Constitution allowed only for State intervention in times of family breakdown:

In exceptional cases, where the parents for physical or moral reasons fail

in their duty towards their children, the State as guardian of the common
good, by appropriate means shall endeavor to provide the place of the

parents, but always with due regard for the natural and imprescriptible

rights of the child. (45)

Augmented by The Children Act, 1908, and its various amendments, this constitutional clause sanctioned Ireland's industrial and reformatory schools to provide alternative "homes" for at-risk children. (46) In the process the State conveniently elided social phenomena deemed inconsistent with the national ideal, including family breakdown, poverty, and, in particular, all manifestations of moral and sexual deviancy. (47) The most disturbing aspect of this fusion of
legislative and judicial power stems from the State's conveniently complementary obligations. Not only did it invest the "Family" with ideological significance vis-a-vis a post-independence national imaginary, but the State simultaneously retained the power to contain and therefore conceal aberrations in that imaginary. Post-independence Irish politics engineered Ireland's architecture of containment as the necessary supporting scaffold of its newly constructed national identity.

As a product of this institutional system, Francie Brady assaults the reader with his unreliable and crazed voice in The Butcher Boy's first sentence:

When I was a young lad twenty or thirty or forty years ago I lived in a small town where they were all after me on account of what I done on Mrs. Nugent. I was hiding out by the river in a hole under a tangle of briars.

It was a hide me and Joe made. Death to all dogs who enter here, we said.

Except us of course.

You could see plenty from inside but no one could see you. Weeds and driftwood and everything floating downstream under the dark archway of the bridge. Sailing away to Timbuctoo. Good luck now weeds, I said. (1)
Grotesque in its subterranean darkness, Francie's "hide" protects him momentarily from society's fetters. It also casts light on, therefore rendering visible, the architecture of containment's function to tidy away the human refuse of respectable Irish society. Francie, who is so often hidden away by that society, here translates its structures of confinement into his own alternative hiding place. Incarcerated in his "hide" by choice, Francie's view on the outside world, framed through a window-like opening, forges the connection to his experiences of incarceration. For the remainder of the novel, this connection between being confined and being hidden is reflected in the myriad windows that frame his view of the world. Francie, in fact, describes the various recarcinal institutions in which he spends time as "house(s) of a hundred windows." (48)

Patrick McCabe indicts the presumed rehabilitative function of Ireland's institutions of containment in his narrative of a child's progress through three separate experiences of incarceration. In a landscape offering no shortage of institutional alternatives, Francie's community chooses to confine rather than provide treatment or support. Consequently, Francie first spends time at the industrial school; then the mental asylum; and ultimately the prison for the criminally insane. Through Francie's progression from school to asylum to prison, McCabe interrogates society's sequestering of those it deems socially aberrant. The novel recalls, certainly, Michel Foucault's argument that asylums in particular, and institutions of confinement in general, attempt to ensure "an ethical continuity between the world of madness and the world of reason by practicing a social segregation that would guarantee bourgeois morality the universality of fact and permit it to be imposed as a law upon all forms of insanity." (49) Bernadette Fahy,
a survivor of Goldenbridge Industrial School, underscores Foucault's contention with her claim that "the adult victims of orphanages were really the victims of Irish society's need to reinvent itself according to de Valera's ideals." In addition, Fahy points to one of the most disturbing legacies of institutionalization: "The impact is still being felt, as the families of adult survivors reenact the trauma in multi-generational patterns of grief and abandonment." (50) Francie Brady embodies these generational reverberations: his father's disdain stems from unresolved psychological traumas suffered during his own childhood incarceration in a Belfast orphanage, whereas his mother's fragile optimism reflects the stigma Irish society associates with mental illness. (51) Consequently, Francie exhibits the psychic and moral disintegration of a child forced to suffer each stage of the collapsing parental relationship:

    Ma was in a bad way now. It destroyed you that place, can't you see that?
    she said. You can't even talk about it, can you? Not even after all this
    time! It's no shame Benny that you were put in there! And even if it was,
    no shame should make you turn on your own brother like a dog!

    He didn't like that and he turned on her then. He said at least he never
    had to be took off to a madhouse to disgrace the whole family. I knew then
    ma was never in any garage but I knew all along anyway,
I knew it was a

madhouse I just didn't want Nugent or anyone else to hear so I said it was

a garage. (37)

Francie's slide into madness emerges, surely, from his need to create a charade of familial respectability by suppressing the truths of his parental history. Finally, his madness duplicates that of his parents in telling detail, as the shared experience of institutional confinement connects all three family members.

Although seeking to instill a sense of moral conformity, religious faith, and individual responsibility, the industrial school instead encourages Francie's delusional tendencies. McCabe presents the boy's confinement there as arbitrary. All legislative guidelines are ignored and the child has no recourse to legal counsel, for the local police sergeant simply deposits Francie on the doorstep and warns him that when "the priests get their hands on you there won't be so much guff outa ye" (71). Unlike his father, who could never forgive anyone, including himself, for the humiliation suffered while in an orphanage, Francie's determination to return to society dictates that he charm his way out. His goal is to achieve the "Francie Brady Not a Bad Bastard Any More Diploma," and with it his freedom (75). But freedom comes with a price, as Francie attempts to impress the school principal with his delusional conversations with the Virgin Mary, conversations that undermine the institution's mission to reform its inmates into normalcy:

I looked up and there she was over by the handball alley. I wasn't sure

what to say to her ah its yourself or did you have a
nice trip or something

like that.... she said that it gladdened her that I had chosen to be good.

I said no problem, Our Lady. (83)

The search for freedom also mandates that Francie befriend a pederastic priest recently returned from the missions. When the "moist-lipped" Fr. Tiddley, a.k.a. Fr. Sullivan, and Francie are discovered in a sexually compromising position, McCabe depicts how the organizational ranks of respectable society close in to contain any threat of infamy. Although the boy is told "Father Sullivan was a good man," and that he has gone to stay with his sister in Dublin for a while (100-1), Francie is more astute than his guardians assume. Seeing Fr. Tiddley packed into a car, the boy surmises the destination: "probably away off to the garage to rub some bogman with his mickey good luck and good fucking riddance" (100). Equally quick to detect society's fear of scandal, Francie knows that "they were going to let me go the first chance they got I was like a fungus growing on the walls they wanted them washed clean again" (102).

His freedom is short-lived, and his next bout of anti-social behavior finds him confined once again, on this occasion at the local asylum, previously the site of his mother's incarceration for mental illness. Once again respectable Irish society intervenes, sending Francie to "another kiphouse with a hundred windows," this time after the discovery of his father's decomposing body (153). At this site of confinement, Francie again exhibits greater resourcefulness than his parent, reducing the process of medication, rehabilitation, and recovery to a game. The shame and disappointment that so burdened his mother fails to deter him from his objective. After his second release into society, however, the generational pattern of incarceration
accelerates, and Francie's destiny appears inevitable. Like his father, he turns increasingly to alcohol to cope with anger, punishing others for his own despair (148-49, 208-9); predictably, a prison provides his third experience of walled confinement.

The Butcher Boy's denouement exposes the failure of the nation's institutional response to Francie Brady. McCabe depicts social and religious conformity, the yardstick for participation in Ireland's nativist project, for what it has become: the maddened and maddening legacy of an ongoing decolonization process. In the process, the assumed distinctions between legitimate and aberrant behavior reveal themselves as arbitrary and socially constructed. The novel juxtaposes the townspeople's preparations for the end of the world, foretold by the appearance of the Virgin Mary, with Francie's execution of Mrs. Nugent--the righteous and powerfully symbolic Irish mother he believes destroyed his life. In an equally telling juxtaposition, while the emotive hymn, "Faith of Our Fathers," blares out over the loudspeakers, Francie composes his own subversive hymn to the eccentric martyr Matt Talbot. (52) Moreover, the "Francie Brady Deadwood Stage," the cart containing Mrs. Nugent's disemboweled corpse, savagely mirrors the prop of the reformed town drunk, who uses a wheelbarrow to transport saintly statues to the hastily erected shrine in the town center (222). (53) Francie's final confinement in the prison for the criminally insane, yet another "house of a hundred windows," becomes farcical--merely something to be played out and mocked. As he cries out to the wardens, "You don't fool me.... You're trying to put me in a mental hospital!" and then adds, "Its all right ... its only a joke" (229).

Each step of Francie's slide into madness threatens to contaminate the nation's nativist ideals, especially as he plays out his role in the
generational pattern inherent in Ireland's architecture of containment. Again and again respectable society turns its back, and in so doing repeatedly fails to acknowledge the consequences attending childhood institutionalization. McCabe's novel explores how a back turned away in scorn makes an enticing target for revenge and speaks for many actual Irish children who have suffered precisely such abandonment. The case of Brendan O'Donnell is only one example. Like his fictional alternative, this Francie Brady-like teenager was shuttled through various State-run remand institutions. In the aftermath of his trial for three murders in 1996, in an Irish Times editorial, Fintan O'Toole reflected upon his first encounter with the disturbed adolescent in the early 1980s. (54) During O'Toole's visit to Loughan House, a number of staff expressed concern for one fourteen-year-old inmate who they believed would certainly commit violent crimes when released. Despite staff endeavors on his behalf, the State denied the necessary remedial care and simply dispatched O'Donnell to the next institution. O'Toole concludes ominously:

For 15 years, the State psychological services watched him grow into a killer. For five years, the police and penal system dealt with an escalating pattern of violent crimes. In 1988, he was assessed as psychotic and a certain danger to society. But at no time did the State seem capable of doing anything to avert that danger. And it is not at all clear that
that situation has greatly changed. We think nothing of the cost of prison places, of trials, of Garda time, and everything of the cost of remedial intervention before a fragile personality has been so irreparably damaged as to represent a danger to others. (55)

It is not my intention to pathologize the thousands of living alumni of Ireland's industrial and reformatory schools by suggesting that they present a danger to society. Neither do I wish to imply an inherent link between institutionalization and psychotic illnesses. Rather, Francie Brady, a fictional character, and Brendan O'Donnell, an actual case study, offer worst-case scenarios. The imaginative and the real-life narratives both imply the consequences of the State's dependence on institutions to dispose of "problem children."

According to Paul Ricoeur's definition of justice, Irish society must apologize to the survivors of Ireland's industrial and reformatory schools--a requirement the State has fulfilled but, as I suggest, not satisfactorily. Justice also requires that survivors of institutional violence obtain legal recourse for the traumatic abuses suffered while in State care. These survivors need assurances that contemporary Ireland will effect infrastructural changes that guarantee against a repetition of the past. Such guarantees must ensure complete transparency with regard to the State's provision of child care--past and present--and oblige the general public to remain vigilant about residences in their communities. Only with these two guarantees in place will the shadow of the nativist imaginary finally abate. Then the survivors of Ireland's industrial and reformatory school will have
spoken themselves back into the national family and, in the process, will have contributed to the emergence a post-national narrative of Irish identity.


(3) The Magdalen was an institution for women deemed socially deviant or sexually promiscuous. In Ireland, women religious operated Magdalen institutions. Those committed invariably spent their days laboring in industrial laundries--the philosophy being that having been "stained" by the sin of immorality they could cleanse themselves by constant labor, prayer, and isolation. Thousands of Irish women were committed to the Magdalen by other family members. Many remained incarcerated for the rest of their lives and were denied all civil and legal rights.


(5) The use of the term "illegitimate" throughout this article refers only to society's rendering of the birth as transgressive of social norms. It does not, obviously, refer to the child itself.


8) Barney O'Connell, John Prior, Mannix Flynn, Don Baker, Mary Norris, Sharon Murphy, and Mary Phil Drennan provided the seven first-person accounts. All subsequent references to their accounts refer to States of Fear, episode one.


11) That Ireland today is even aware of the tragedy attests to the impact of Mavis Arnold and Heather Laskey's groundbreaking publication, Children of the Poor Clares: The Story of an Irish Orphanage (Belfast: Appletree Press, Ltd., 1985). In the official government inquiry, neither the religious order that managed the
industrial school nor the local district council were found culpable despite evidence to suggest the institution was not in compliance with regulations regarding fire drills and locked fire-escapes. However, as Arnold and Laskey report, the legacy of the tragedy remains the conviction that the nuns' first reaction, before they realized the seriousness of the situation, was to avoid having themselves or the girls be seen in their nightclothes. For this reason, many believe, the girls were ushered back into their dormitories from which the raging fire ultimately allowed no escape.

(12) In addition to the "stories" I outline below, in a longer version of this essay, I consider the "X" case, the Eamon Casey affair, the Brendan Smyth affair, the Lavinia Kerwick rape case, the Kilkenny Incest case, the Kelly Fitzgerald Inquiry, the Madonna House Inquiry, the "West of Ireland Farmer" (Sophia McColgan) case, and numerous others, as part of this movement toward greater visibility, and consequently greater accountability.


(16) Kearney, Postnationalist Ireland, 61-65.

Paul Ricoeur, "Imagination, Testimony, and Trust: A Dialogue with Paul Ricoeur," Questioning Ethics: Debates in Contemporary Philosophy, eds., Richard Kearney and Mark Dooley (London and New York: Routledge, 1999), 16. In addition, Ricoeur cautions: "We must remember, however, that the historian is also embedded in history, he belongs to his own field of research. The historian is an actor in the plot.... The historian's testimony is therefore not completely neutral, it is a selective activity. It is, however, far less selective than the testimony of the dominant class," (16).
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